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Abstract

In this paper, dynamic and anticipated resource leasing strategies to address the problem of leased resource availability
are investigated. Then, network performance analysis is developed, and the performance evaluations of different
leasing strategies (namely permanent, dynamic, and anticipated leasing strategies) are provided for some network
scenarios. The developed mathematical model additionally considers non-homogeneous bandwidth requirement,
where different primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) may require a number of channels. The tradeoff
between spectrum leasing cost and system Erlang capacity (defined as the maximum offered traffic for which all
the QoS requirements are guaranteed) is also investigated. Specifically, the maximum Erlang capacity is obtained
by optimizing the number of reserved channels for different traffic scenarios considering a maximum allowed
number of simultaneously rented channels. Also, the minimum achievable cost per Erlang is obtained by considering
a fractional number of leased channels. Additionally, the cost per Erlang of capacity as function of both the utilization
factor of the primary resources and the maximum allowed number of simultaneously rented channels is evaluated.
Numerical results demonstrate that system performance strongly depends on the value of the mean secondary service
time relative to the mean primary service time. Also, numerical results show that the cost of leasing a spectrum band is
drastically reduced (compared to the permanent leasing strategy) when dynamic spectrum leasing strategies
are employed.

Keywords: Coordinated cognitive radio networks, Dynamic spectrum leasing, Erlang capacity, Call admission
control, New call blocking and call forced termination probabilities

1 Introduction
Recently, interest for cognitive radio networks (CRNs) to
provide applications with stringent delay constraints has
increased [1–5]. Nonetheless, providing this type of ser-
vices is challenging due to the unpredictable nature of
channel availability [3]. Several mechanisms have been
proposed to reduce service interruption and/or to pro-
vide quality of service (QoS) provisioning in CRNs [3, 4,
6]. Among the most relevant of these mechanisms are
spectrum handoff, call buffering, preemptive priority,
channel reservation, spectrum adaptation, and spectrum
leasing [4, 7–9]. Several research studies have shown
that enabling leasing mechanisms allows to achieve a

better QoS related to the secondary users (SUs) in coor-
dinated cognitive radio networks (CCRNs) [9–19]. A
CCRN is formed by primary, secondary, and leasing
sub-networks [5]. In the literature, the primary and leas-
ing networks are fused in the same network [9]. The
spectrum leasing mechanism means that the leasing
sub-network rents to the secondary network part of its
spectrum in exchange of some incentive (e.g., monetary
rewards as leasing payments) [11]. The leased spectrum
band could be purchased, or it could be leased as re-
quested by the administrator of the secondary network.
Under dynamic spectrum leasing regime, whenever the
secondary network needs to rent more resources, it
sends a request to the leasing network. The leasing net-
work accepts or rejects such requests according to the
availability of the resources in its network. To reduce
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the economic cost of renting resources through
spectrum leasing, channels should be rented only when
needed and should be released as soon as they are no
longer needed. However, thanks to the random nature of
channel occupancy, the resources to be leased cannot be
guaranteed. To avoid this problem, in this paper, an an-
ticipated leasing mechanism is proposed to increase the
probability to find available channels to lease when
needed.
In this work, we investigate the performance of dy-

namic spectrum leasing strategies (with and without
anticipated resource leasing) for CCRNs with fixed-
rate traffic that has stringent delay constraints (such
as the traffic flow generated by the unsolicited grant
service class defined in Mobile WiMAX [20]). For
comparison purposes, the permanent leasing strategy
is also investigated. In the permanent spectrum leas-
ing strategy, a fixed number of resources is perman-
ently rented. On the other hand, the intuition
behind the dynamic spectrum leasing strategy is to
attempt to rent a channel only when needed and
release it as soon as it is not needed. Finally, the in-
tuition behind the anticipated spectrum leasing strat-
egy is to attempt renting resources in advance (and
release rented resources only when a preset mini-
mum number of resources is achieved) to increase
the probability of having available resource to be
used when needed. In the next section, we briefly re-
view the previously related work and point out the
contribution of the present work.

1.1 Related work
The merit of this section is to summarize the previously
published studies that have addressed the performance
of resource management strategies in CRNs/CCRNs
with stringent delay-sensitive traffic.
In relation to CRNs, let us describe the following re-

lated work. Authors in [21] analyzed the fractional
guard channel reservation scheme to limit the forced
termination probability of SUs in a CRN in which the
spectrum handover technique is employed. In a related
work [3], the optimal admission control and channel al-
location decisions in cognitive overlay networks to sup-
port delay-sensitive communications of unlicensed
users are derived. On the other hand, in [14], consider-
ing multiple classes of SUs, a heterogeneous-prioritized
spectrum sharing policy for coordinated dynamic
spectrum access networks is proposed. Additionally,
authors in [14] develop two CAC strategies based on
the channel reservation concept to enhance the max-
imum admitted traffic of SUs for the system. One of
the CAC strategies proposed in [14] reserves channels
for exclusive use of PUs (known as guard channels
(GCs)), and the rest of channels (known as shared

channels (SC)) are shared by all users (both PUs and
SUs). In this strategy, a restriction function is used to
balance the resource allocation between the different
types of SUs. The other CAC strategy proposed in [14]
considers two types of SUs; as such, the channels are
divided into three groups: GCs, SCs, and restricted
channels (RCs). RCs are reserved for the exclusive use
of one type of SUs and cannot be used by the other
type of SUs. Authors in [9] proposed a spectrum
sharing scheme in which the dynamic spectrum access
among PUs and SUs is coordinated by dividing the
spectrum into normal access channels (that may be
taken back anytime by PUs) and reserved secondary
channels (that are locked by occupied SUs until call
sessions are complete). Contrary to the work pre-
sented in [3, 9, 14, 21], in this paper, we consider
spectrum leasing and channel reservation to prioritize
ongoing secondary calls over new ones. Also, contrary
to [3, 9, 14, 21], we consider a CCRN based on three
sub-networks (primary, leasing, and secondary sub-
networks).
Let us now describe the related work in the context of

CCRNs. Authors in [18] investigated the performance of
a CRN in which the primary network performs spectrum
leasing considering the QoS requirements of both pri-
mary and secondary users. Additionally, in [18], a dy-
namic pricing scheme for spectrum leasing and utility-
based resource allocation is introduced, and the per-
formance of dynamic leasing is compared against that of
static leasing and approaches without leasing. Authors in
[22] proposed a mechanism that incentivizes PUs to re-
lease resources for cooperation with SUs by means of a
reward function. Other related work is [23], in which a
CCRN model that comprises two primary networks and
one secondary network is proposed. The two primary
networks lease resources to a secondary network on dif-
ferent time intervals. To maximize the throughput of
the three networks, a lease scheduler is implemented to
guarantee the QoS needed for each network. In [24], a
leasing mechanism based on resource reservation from a
primary network is proposed and analyzed. Authors in
[25] proposed a game theory solution for resource leas-
ing through the usage of long-term contracts with PUs
and short-term contracts with SUs for the distribution
of the leased channels. Finally, in our early work [5], we
studied the Erlang capacity1 in CCRNs with delay-sensi-
tive traffic. However, in [5], the impact of the mean ser-
vice time of SUs on system performance is not
addressed. Opposite to [18, 22–25], in this paper, a third
sub-network is considered as the one that leases the
channels from the main CCRN and the system perform-
ance in terms of both spectrum leasing cost and system
Erlang capacity is evaluated. This allows us to find rele-
vant performance issues not previously reported in the
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existing literature. Moreover, in the present work, the
maximum Erlang capacity is obtained and the factors
that impact system Erlang capacity are investigated.
In our early work [26–28], we address the perform-

ance of spectrum leasing strategies in CCRNs. Similar
to this paper, delay-sensitive secondary traffic is con-
sidered in [26, 28], while in [27], delay tolerant sec-
ondary traffic is considered. Contrary to [27], in this
paper, we developed a teletraffic analysis for the per-
formance evaluation of CCRN with delay-sensitive
secondary traffic that considers non-homogenous use
of radio resources by the primary and secondary
users. Therefore, in [27], a different secondary traffic
model is considered and a buffer for interrupted sec-
ondary calls is used. Thus, the developed teletraffic
analysis in [27] is different to the one developed in
this paper (i.e., one additional state variable is
employed in [27]). Also, in [27], one additional differ-
ent performance metric to the ones considered in this
paper is evaluated (the mean delay transmission time).
In addition, contrary to [28], in this paper, a CCRN
based on three sub-networks (primary, leasing, and
secondary sub-networks) is considered. Moreover,
Castellanos-López et al. [28] only consider the per-
manent leasing strategy, while in this paper, dynamic
spectrum leasing strategies are considered. Addition-
ally, contrary to [26, 28], in this paper, two different
theorems that describe the behavior of the CCRN in
terms of the Erlang capacity are built. Contrary to
[26, 27], the performance of dynamic, anticipated, and
permanent spectrum leasing strategies is evaluated
and compared under a more wide set of scenarios.
Furthermore, contrary to [26], in this paper, the phys-
ical meaning of each equation along the paper is ex-
plained in detail.
The contribution of our present research work can be

summarized as follows:

� A session-level teletraffic model for the performance
evaluation of CCRNs with dynamic spectrum leasing
for hard-delay-sensitive traffic is developed. This
teletraffic model considers CCRNs based on three
sub-networks (primary, leasing, and secondary
sub-networks), where the leasing sub-network is
considered as the one that lease the channels from
the main CCRN. The developed teletraffic model
includes, as special cases, our proposed (practical
and ideal) anticipated spectrum leasing strategy and
the permanent spectrum leasing strategy. Our
developed mathematical framework considers non-
homogeneous bandwidth requirement (i.e., different
number of channels utilized) for PUs, users of the
leasing sub-network (RUs), and SUs. Also, a
fractional reservation mechanism is implemented

to prioritize ongoing secondary calls over new ones
[21, 29]; this is to set a fair comparison between the
techniques.

� Building on our developed teletraffic model, general
mathematical expressions for the new call blocking
and forced termination probabilities, arrival rate of
secondary users of the leasing network, and fraction
of time during which the secondary network uses
leased radio resources are derived.

� For a given QoS requirement at connection level
(i.e., call blocking and forced termination
probabilities) and considering a maximum allowable
number of simultaneously rented channels,
maximum Erlang capacity is obtained by optimizing
the number of reserved channels for different traffic
scenarios (i.e., scenarios with different values of the
ratio between mean secondary service time and
mean primary service time, and different values of
the utilization factor of both primary and rented
channels). Building on this, the factors that impact
system Erlang capacity are investigated. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, the impact of the relative
value of the mean service time of SUs to the mean
service time value of PUs on system performance
has not been previously reported in the literature.

� The economic cost of spectrum leasing per Erlang
of capacity is investigated. Also, the minimum cost
of rented resources per Erlang of capacity is
obtained by (mathematically) allowing the number
of leased resources to be real (i.e., a fractional
number of rented resources is considered).

� The performance of dynamic, anticipated, and
permanent spectrum leasing strategies are evaluated
and compared under different traffic conditions and
system parameters in terms of maximum Erlang
capacity, economical cost of spectrum leasing per
Erlang of capacity, and optimal number of leased
channels. This study has allowed us to find relevant
insights into the performance of spectrum leasing
strategies in CCRNs. For instance, numerical results
show that the cost of leasing a spectrum band is
drastically reduced (compared against the
permanent leasing strategy) when dynamic spectrum
leasing strategies are employed. Also, numerical
results reveal that system performance strongly
depends on both the mean secondary service time
relative to the mean primary service time and the
value of bandwidth requirement of both primary
and secondary users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. System
model and general assumptions are given in Section 2.1.
Also, in Section 2.1, the different studied leasing strat-
egies (i.e., permanent, dynamic, practical anticipated,
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and ideal anticipated leasing strategies) and the used ad-
mission control strategy are described. Our proposed
mathematical teletraffic model for the performance ana-
lysis of dynamic spectrum leasing strategies in CCRNs
with delay-sensitive traffic and fractional channel reser-
vation is developed in Section 2.2. Also, in Section 2.2,
mathematical expressions for the different system per-
formance metrics are obtained. Numerical results are
analyzed in Section 3, before concluding remarks are ex-
posed in Section 4.

2 Method
2.1 System model
In this section, the main assumptions and system param-
eters are explained in detail. The mathematical model
developed in this work is based on [9]; this model closely
reflects a CCRN with spectrum leasing capabilities for
delay-sensitive traffic. In contrast with [9], a third
sub-network that leases channels to the secondary
sub-network is considered (this serves as a priority
scheme to guarantee the QoS of the SUs). From the tele-
traffic analysis point of view, the main difference of this
work and that in [9] is the utilization of an additional
state variable to represent the number of users with on-
going sessions in the referred third (leased) sub-network.
Thus, the CCRN is formed by three wireless sub-net-
works working in a given service area. The wireless
sub-networks that have the rights to operate on the
given bands are referred to as the primary (PS) and leas-
ing (RS) sub-networks (as it is illustrated in Fig. 1). The
other sub-network in the same service area is referred to
as the secondary sub-network (SS), which opportunistic-
ally shares the spectrum resources with the PS (while
causing negligible interference to PUs of the PS) and dy-
namically interacts with the RS leasing radio resources.
(Traditionally, PS plays also the role of the RS [3].) Nat-
urally, the RS and SS sub-networks have to be coordi-
nated; consequently, the CCRN requires each of these
two sub-networks to exchange data about the state of
each network. However, the reduction in the interaction

between RS and SS is desirable to minimize the aware-
ness that the RS needs to have of the SS activities [10];
in this work, the information that the RS shares with the
SS is just about the actual state of occupancy. Primary
users of the RS sub-network (RUs) compete for the
channel usage against new SUs and SUs in spectrum
handoff whose sessions cannot be carried by the PS due
to the lack of available channel resources. Hence, SUs
may interpose with the performance of the RUs. On the
other hand, primary users (PUs) do not need to know
about SU’s activities, and SUs already detect activities of
PUs through spectrum sensing. Hence, SUs are transpar-
ent to PUs.
Referring to spectrum sensing, it has been shown in

the literature [4, 30–33] that the effect of false alarm
and misdetection can be easily plugged into most of the
developed mathematical analysis of CRNs. However, in
this paper, to keep our mathematical analysis simple, we
assume ideal spectrum sensing (i.e., spectrum sensing is
considered error-free). This represents a reasonable as-
sumption in CRNs where a sensor network having
enough sensors performing collaborative sensing of the
radio environment in space and time is employed as in
[3, 11]. Modeling of spectrum sensing error in CRNs has
been addressed in [4, 30–33]. (For the interested reader,
the effect of unreliable spectrum sensing in CRNs under
voice over Internet Protocol traffic is investigated in our
early work [4].) Also, it is considered that the probability
that any service event happening during the sensing
period is relatively small.
In this paper, the system performance of the downlink

of a wireless CCRN is considered [34].2 Also, we con-
sider a single base station (i.e., evolved node B (eNB) in
LTE vocabulary) that attends transmissions of SU among
N primary channels with up to R allowable channels to
be leased. For simplification, along the paper, we refer to
a channel as a resource block in a LTE system. Also, a
fair channel model is considered, where all channels
have the same data rate. As in [21], because blocking of
ongoing secondary calls is more problematic than block-
ing of new SU call arrivals, a resource reservation is con-
sidered; this reservation consists in a fractional number
r of channels (composed of rented and/or normal
sub-channels). Considering r as a real number and 0 ≤
r ≤N, each normal or rented channel can handle only
one secondary session. Thus, the system can handle up
to N + R − r simultaneous secondary sessions. In order to
have a more accurate and fair comparison for the Erlang
capacity in terms of the operational cost, real values for
the number of leased and reserved channels are consid-
ered. Indeed, in order to find the exact value of the
Erlang capacity among all the considered strategies, real
values for r and R should be considered. Otherwise, the
small differences among the fractional values of the

Fig. 1 Architecture of the three-sub-network CCRN
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leased and reserved channels may cause a higher or
lower operational cost of the system. Note that this is a
mathematical tool and it is not intended for a practical
implementation. On the other hand, for the RS
sub-network, K channels are assigned. For the PUs,
there are N channels that are shared with the SUs; it is
important to note that the PUs have the priority over
these channels. About the leased resources, only the SUs
can access them. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the resource
distribution for the sharing models for each of the strat-
egies (permanent and dynamical/anticipated strategies,
respectively). It is important to mention that if SUs can-
not find available resources when arriving or when are
being interrupted, it can be redirected to the RS
sub-network by using any of the proposed leasing mech-
anisms. For the sake of the analysis, it is considered that
SUs requesting service are able to connect and stay con-
nected up to the end of their sessions (if there are
enough available resources to this end) to this base sta-
tion, that is, no handoff mechanism is considered (typ-
ical in low mobility scenarios).
The number of RUs, PUs, and SUs at any time is rep-

resented by state variables l, m, and n, respectively. The
arrival rates of the PU, SU, and RU are independent
Poisson processes with arrival rates λl, λm, and λn, re-
spectively. Service times for PU, SU, and RU are inde-
pendent exponentially distributed random variables with
mean values 1/μl, 1/μm and 1/μn, respectively. The num-
ber of channels required by sessions of RUs, PUs, and
SUs is bl, bm, and bn, respectively. In Table 1, a list of the
variables and acronyms used along the paper is
provided.

2.1.1 Coordinated cognitive radio network model
As mentioned before, there are two types of CCRN, a
CCRN with two sub-networks and a CCRN with three
sub-networks. In a CCRN with two sub-networks, the
cognitive radio leases the resources to the same system
that provides the CR capabilities (i.e., the same primary

sub-network is the one that lends the white spaces for
the SU usage and, also, leases the channels when re-
quested). In a CCRN with three sub-networks, SUs lease
available channels from a third party (i.e., the RS
sub-network). It is observed that the three sub-networks
approach attains a better performance than the two
sub-network one. This result is obvious thanks to the
availability of the resources, meaning there are more
available resources for the SUs to lease and exploit the
CR capabilities. As such, the following leasing strategies
are focused on this three sub-networks CCRN scenario.
In this work, the following spectrum leasing strategies
are studied and analyzed for a CCRN composed of three
sub-networks. These spectrum leasing strategies perform
as follows:

a) Permanent leasing strategy (PLS). The main idea
behind this strategy is to permanently rent a fixed
number of resources. In this strategy, the SS leases
R channels permanently to be used exclusively by
the SUs from the RS (Fig. 2). This strategy is the
simplest of the three and does not require interaction
among the sub-networks. However, the main
disadvantage of this strategy is the sub-utilization of
the channels permanently leased because of a small
probability that the SUs use those resources. As such,
the cost of implementation/operation is high.

b) Dynamical leasing strategy (DLS). If a SU finds all
the channels occupied in the PS, the SS dynamically
leases a resource from the RS. The intuition behind
this strategy is to attempt to rent a channel only
when needed and release it as soon as it is no
longer required. Note that the SS is able to lease up

Fig. 2 Resource distribution and allocation for the permanent
leasing strategy

Fig. 3 Resource distribution and allocation for the dynamical and
anticipated leasing strategy
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to R channels (Fig. 3). Contrary to the PLS strategy,
this strategy require a certain amount of awareness
between the SS and the RS sub-networks. The main
advantage of this method is that leased channels are
always requested when needed; thus, there is no
wastage or underutilization of resources. This
translates in a cost-friendly system. Contrarily, the
main disadvantage of this strategy is that there is no
guarantee of the resource availability due to the
RUs usage in the RS. It is important to note that it
is possible that SUs fail to find idle channels when
requesting for leasing resources even if the max-
imum allowable number of leased channels are not
being used. To mitigate the impairment of this
strategy, a third one was designed to reduce the
dropped SU calls due to the arrival of PUs.

c) Anticipated leasing strategy (ALS). The intuition
behind this strategy is to attempt renting resources
in advance (and release rented resources only when

Table 1 List of variables and acronyms

Variable/
acronym

Description

ΔaRU Increment in the offered traffic load of the RUs.

ΔRmax Increment in the maximum number of leasing channels.

λl Arrival rate of primary users to the leasing network.

λm Arrival rate of primary users to the primary network.

λn Global arrival rate of secondary users.

λR Arrival rate of secondary users to the leasing network.

μl Inverse of the mean service time for primary users of
the leasing sub-network.

μm Inverse of the mean service time for primary users of
the primary sub-network.

μn Inverse of the mean service time for secondary users.

ρPU Utilization factor for the primary channels.

ρRU Utilization factor for the channels of the leasing network.

Ω Set of feasible states for the system.

al Transition rate for user of the leasing network.

am1 Transition rate for primary users without forcing to
terminate any secondary user call.

am2 Transition rate for primary users with at least one
secondary user call terminated.

an Transition rate for secondary users.

ALS Anticipated leasing strategy.

aSU
(opt) Optimal offered traffic load of the SUs

aSU
(new) Recalculated offered traffic load of the SUs

aRU Offered traffic load of the RUs

b Vector of value b = {bm, bn}.

bl Resource requirement of users of the leasing network.

bm Resource requirement of user the primary users.

bn Resource requirement of secondary users.

CAC Call admission control

CCRN Coordinated cognitive radio network.

CR Cognitive radio

CRN Cognitive radio network.

dl Departure rate for users of the leasing network.

dm Departure rate for primary users.

dn Departure rate for secondary users.

DLS Dynamic leasing strategy

e Vector of value e = {m, n}.

E{L} Average number of channels leased.

E{W|W > 0} Conditional average time that secondary users lease
resources.

K Total number of channels on the leasing network.

l Number of users with ongoing sessions in the leasing
network.

m Number of primary users with ongoing sessions in the
system.

N Total number of channels in the CCRN.

Table 1 List of variables and acronyms (Continued)

Variable/
acronym

Description

n Number of secondary users with ongoing sessions in
the system.

P(l,m, n) Probability of being in the state (l,m, n).

Pr Probability of blocking a new secondary user when r + 1
channels are reserved.

PR Probability of admitting a new primary user when a
number R + 1 of channels are permitted to be leased.

Pbl Blocking probability for users from the leasing sub-
network.

Pbm Blocking probability for primary users.

Pbn Blocking probability for secondary users.

PLS Permanent leasing strategy.

PS Primary sub-network

Pftn Forced termination probability for secondary users.

PU Primary User of the primary sub-network.

QoS Quality of service.

R Number of channels allowed to be leased.

r Number of reserved channels.

r(opt) Optimal number of reserved channels

r(new) Recalculated number of reserved channels

Rmax Maximum number of channel allowed to be leased for
dynamic anticipated leasing.

RS Leasing sub-network.

RU Primary users of the leasing sub-network.

SS Secondary sub-network.

SU Secondary user

SSU Number of resources being rented by the secondary
sub-network.
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a preset minimum number of resources is achieved)
to increase the probability of having available
resource to be used when needed. In this strategy, a
channel is leased in advanced when certain events
are detected (i.e., whenever a SU or a PU arrives
to the PS). The rationale behind this strategy
consists in the reduction of the interruption of SU
sessions through the enabling of resources that
have been leased in advance, thus mitigating the
high interruption rates when the PS is in high
occupancy. In this way, this strategy seeks to
prevent the full usage of resources by the RUs by
renting a channel in advance for each arrival event
and thus increase the probability of finding available
resources when requests are made by the SUs in
the RS sub-network. It can be seen that the extra
leased channel is not used immediately. Hence, this
strategy is subject to resource wastage. The aim of
this mechanism is to reduce the dropping
probability of a SU call caused by the arrival of
a PU. This dynamic spectrum leasing strategy is
called practical anticipated spectrum leasing
strategy. With respect to this strategy, we are
interested in the minimization of the resource
wastage (due to the anticipated lease of
channels). In this sense, we consider that the
minimum resource wastage occurs when a RU
of the RS sub-network is about to use a channel
and, an instant before this happens, the SS rents
a channel. In a real system, it is not possible to
achieve the minimum resource wastage because
it cannot be predicted when a RU will make use
of the resource in the RS sub-network. This
limit case is called ideal anticipated leasing
approach and is evaluated only for comparison
purposes.

2.1.2 Call admission control strategy
In this work, a call admission control strategy where,
from the SS sub-network perspective, a real number
of r channels of the PS are reserved for exclusive use
of interrupted secondary calls. As such, a new sec-
ondary arrival is accepted if the following conditions
are met:

a) With probability 1 when bmm + bnn < =N + R − ⌊r⌋
− bn, i.e., there exist enough available resources in
the PS to accept the new secondary call request.

b) On the other hand, when there are N + R − ⌊r⌋ − 1
− bn users in the CCRN and a new SU arrives, it is
blocked with probability Pr = r − ⌊r⌋ and it is
accepted with probability (1 − Pr). The symbol “⌊⌋”
denotes the floor operation.

On the other hand, a SU uses a leased channel in the
following cases:

a) A PU arrives to the PS when all the N channels are
occupied (and at least one of these channels is
occupied by SUs). In this scenario, all the secondary
calls using one of these channels are interrupted to
make room for the just arriving primary call
request. All the interrupted secondary calls look for
available rented resources at the RS sub-network.
Obviously, available resources are needed at the RS
sub-network; otherwise, all (or some) of the
interrupted secondary calls are forced to terminate.

b) A new SU call arrives and all of the N channels
of the PS are in use. In this case, the new
secondary call is transferred to the RS sub-
network if there are available channels; otherwise,
it is blocked.

At any time, PUs have priority to acquire the chan-
nels of the PS that are used by SUs. A PU request is
accepted if bmm ≤N − bm, meaning that there are
enough resources to course a PU session; otherwise,
it is rejected. When a PU is accepted, and the chan-
nels assigned to it are being occupied by calls of SUs,
those calls must be relinquished. Every SU call that
was preempted is transferred to an idle channel, if
available, to resume its transmission. If there are no
idle channels in the PS, preempted secondary calls
are transferred to the RS and are assigned to idle
leased channels. If there are no enough leased chan-
nels available to continue the service of the pre-
empted secondary calls, then, part of these calls are
forced to terminate.
For the purpose of reducing the resource wastage, if

an available channel is detected in the PS and currently
there are SU calls being carried on leased channels, one
of those calls is transferred to the idle normal channel in
order to reduce the occupancy of leased channels. These
mechanisms are important when the dynamic spectrum
leasing policy is seeking to reduce the cost of leasing a
spectrum band.
In order to further illustrate the proposed anticipated

leasing strategies, some operational examples are studied
next.
In the first part of Fig. 4, we show a timeline of

events in the anticipated leasing strategy for the prac-
tical approach. It can be seen that the system condi-
tions are such that there are no available resources in
the PS. Hence, when a PU arrives, a SU has to per-
form a spectrum handoff and searches for channels in
the RS sub-network. According to the anticipated
strategy, the incoming SU rents a channel and rents
also an additional channel in order to guarantee
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available resources for other SUs arriving in these
conditions. As such, at this point, the red line (that
indicates the number of rented channels) climbs two
steps, but only one of these rented channels is being
used (observe the green area that represents the num-
ber of rented channels actually being used). Then,
when another SU arrives to the system, it uses the
previously rented channel and rents in advance an-
other channel. Then, a PU arrives causing another
spectrum handoff of a SU. The SU uses the previ-
ously rented channel, but the number of rented chan-
nels reaches its maximum value R. Hence, beyond
this point, it is not possible to rent another channel
in advance. After this point, a SU terminates its call.
However, there remains an anticipated rented channel.
This can also be seen as a delayed release mechan-
ism. After some departures of PUs and SUs, a new
SU arrives and it rents another channel in order to
anticipate the arrival of another SU. Next, a session
of a RU in the RS arrives. It uses one of the available
channels, but this also triggers the anticipated rent of
another channel. As such, when another RU arrives,
it finds no available channels. Note that one channel
is not being used at this point, but since it was
rented in advance, this RU cannot use it. However,
when at the next time a SU arrives, it can use this
available channel.
Now, the ideal approach is described in the sec-

ond part of Fig. 4. In this case, the anticipated rent
is triggered just before the arrival of the RU in
order to cope with the arrival of a PU that causes a
SU to perform a spectrum handoff. Thus, under the
ideal anticipated approach, a new SU does not trig-
ger the anticipated channel rent. As such, the time
that the SS rents a channel is reduced compared to
the practical anticipated approach, i.e., resource
wastage of rented channel is minimized. Nonethe-
less, there is still some time during which the
rented channels are not used in order to anticipate
the arrival of a SU in spectrum handoff. In this
manner, secondary forced termination probability is
reduced.

2.2 Teletrafic analysis
In this section, a connection-level analytical model for
the performance evaluation of CCRN with delay-sensi-
tive traffic is developed. A three-dimensional birth and
death process is used to obtain the probability distribu-
tion of primary and secondary users in the system. Let
us define e = {m, n} and b = {bm, bn} as arrays that repre-
sent the number of PUs in the PS and the number of
SUs in the SS, and the number of channels required by
each type of user, respectively. For analytical purposes

and generalization, it is considered that each type of user
can have different bandwidth requirements.
For each leasing strategy, the set of feasible states, Ω,

can be built as follows:

2.2.1 Permanent leasing strategy
For the PLS, the set of feasible states is given by the fol-
lowing formula:

Ω ¼ l;m; nð Þ j 0≤b � e≤N þ R∩mbm≤N∩nbn≤N þ R− rb c∩SSU ≤Rf g
ð1Þ

The first condition in the right side of (1) stablishes
that the number of resources in use by PUs and SUs
cannot be higher than the total number of resources
assigned to the PS and SS sub-networks. The second
condition deals with stablishing that the resources used
by PUs cannot be higher than the total number of re-
sources assigned to the PS sub-network (since PUs can-
not use the leased resources). The third condition
guarantees that, considering the use of channel reserva-
tion for interrupted secondary calls, the resources used
by the SUs can be taken from the ones assigned to the
PS and the RS sub-networks. The last condition con-
siders that the number of leased channels by SUs cannot
be higher than R. Also, note that the number of leased
channels is fixed and equal to R.

2.2.2 Dynamical and anticipated leasing
For the dynamic and anticipated spectrum leasing strat-
egies, the set of valid states is given by the following
expression:

Ω ¼ f l;m; nð Þ j 0≤b � e≤N þ R∩ SSU þ lblð Þ
≤K∩mbm≤N∩nbn≤N þ R− rb c∩SSU ≤Rg ð2Þ

where SSU =max(b ⋅ e −N, 0). In (2), (SSU + lbl) denotes
the total number of channels in the RS sub-network
used by RUs and SUs.
The first condition in the right side of (2) restrains

the maximum number of simultaneously used chan-
nels for PUs and SUs in the PS and SS sub-net-
works. The second condition restrains the maximum
number of channels used by SUs and RUs in the RS
sub-network. The third (fourth) condition bounds
the maximum number of simultaneous channels
used by ongoing primary (secondary) sessions. The
fifth condition limits the maximum number of leas-
ing channels for (new or interrupted) secondary
calls.
Contrary to PLS, in this strategy, the number of leased

channels is variable. This is reflected in the second
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condition in the right side of (2). The remaining condi-
tions have the same meaning as in the permanent leas-
ing strategy.
Now, the transition rates between valid system states

are developed. Note that, for the PLS, the transition
rates described in this section are the same as for the
DLS with the following differences: for the former, Rmax

= R, because there are always R channels leased perman-
ently, while for the latter, Rmax =min(R, K − lbl), because
the number of leased channels changes according to the
channel utilization of the PS and SS.
When the system is in state (l, m, n), it moves to the

following states:

� (l + 1, m, n) when a user arrives to the RU sub-
network. This happens with arrival rate al(l,m, n).
For the dynamic leasing scheme, the birth rate is
given by (3), while for the anticipated leasing

scheme is given by (4). It can be seen that, for
the dynamic leasing scheme, a RU can be
accepted only if the total number of channels
used by SUs and RUs in the RS sub-network is
less than K − bl. c additional condition has to be
met: the arrival of a RU is accepted if the total
number of ongoing RUs
plus ongoing SUs in the leasing network has not
exceeded K resources.

al l;m; nð Þ ¼ λl ; l≥0; SSU þ lblð Þ≤K−bl
0 ; otherwise

�

ð3Þ

al l;m;nð Þ ¼ λl ; l≥0∩ min SSU þ bn;Rð Þ þ lblð Þ≤K−bl∩b � e≥Nð Þ
0 ; otherwise

�

ð4Þ

Fig. 4 Timeline of events in the anticipated leasing strategies
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� (l, m + 1,n) when a PU arrives to the PS sub-
network and none of the ongoing secondary
calls is forced to terminate. This happens with
rate:

am1 l;m; nð Þ ¼ λm ;m≥0∩ b � e≤N þ Rmax−bm∩mbm≤N−bm
0 ; otherwise

�

ð5Þ

In this case, the new primary arrival is accepted if
the number of occupied resources assigned to PUs is
lower or equal than (N − bm) and none of the on-
going secondary sessions is forced to terminate, that
is, there exist enough resources in either the PS or
the RS sub-networks to handle all ongoing SU’s calls
after the new primary arrival is accepted in the
system.

� (l, m + 1, n – i) when a PU arrives to the PS sub-
network and at least one ongoing secondary session
is forced to terminate. This happens with rate:

am2 l;m; nð Þ ¼ λm ; m≥0∩b � e > N þ Rmax−bm∩mbm≤N−bm
0 ; otherwise

�

ð6Þ

i ¼ 1;…;
bm
bn

� �
ð7Þ

In this case, there are not enough resources in
the PS and RS sub-networks to handle all the on-
going secondary calls at the moment the new pri-
mary request arrives to the system (that is, b ⋅ e > N
+ Rmax − bm).

� (l, m, n + 1) when a SU arrives to the CCRN. This
happens with rate:

an l;m; nð Þ ¼
λn ; n≥0∩b � e≤N þ Rmax− rb c−1−bn∩SSU≤R−bn
1−Prð Þλn ; n≥0∩b � e ¼ N þ Rmax− rb c−bn∩SSU≤R−bn
0 ; otherwise

8<
:

ð8Þ
A SU session is accepted in the system when there

exists enough idle resources in either the PS or RS
as noted by the second and third conditions of the
first and second rows of the right side of (8). As
mentioned before, because of the fractional reserva-
tion mechanism, the incoming SU call is blocked

with probability Pr = r − ⌊r⌋ and it is accepted with
probability (1 − Pr). It is important to note that the
resources used by the SUs on the RS sub-network are
bounded by R, which denotes the maximum number
of leasing channels that can be occupied by SUs on
the leasing network.

� (l − 1, m, n) when a RU finishes its call. This occurs
with rate:

dl l;m; nð Þ ¼ lμl ; l > 0∩ SSU þ lblð Þ≤K
0 ; otherwise

�
ð9Þ

This event happens when there are l ongoing RUs
occupying lbl of the K channels in the RS
sub-network. Thus, this event will happen with rate
lμl which depends on the actual number of RUs in
the system: a higher number of RUs implies a higher
death rate.

� (l, m − 1, n) when a PU leaves the PS. This happens
with rate:

dm l;m; nð Þ ¼ mμm ; m > 0∩bmm≤N
0 ; otherwise

�

ð10Þ
This event happens when there are m ongoing PUs

occupying (mbm) of the N channels in the PS
sub-network. Thus, this event will happen with rate
mμm which depends on the actual number of PUs in
the system: a higher number of PUs implies a higher
death rate.

� (l, m, n − 1) when a SU finishes its call. This
happens with rate:

dn l;m; nð Þ ¼
nμn ; n > 0∩nbn≤N þ R−r∩b � e≤N þ Rmax

− rb c∩SSU≤R∩ SSU þ lblð Þ≤K0

; otherwise

8<
:

ð11Þ
This event happens when there are n SUs, each one of

them occupying bn channels in either the PS or RS.
Thus, this event will happen with rate nμn; as such, a
higher number of ongoing secondary calls implies a
higher death rate.
From this description, the balanced equation can be

written as:
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where rates al(l,m, n) and dl(l + 1,m, n) are true for
the DLS and PLS and P(l,m, n) is the probability in
steady state for being in the state (l, m, n). Indeed, for
the PLS, there is no impact on the arrival or departure
of users in the RS sub-network. Building on this, the
blocking probability under the PLS can be computed as:

Pbl ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j SSUþlblð Þ>K−blf g
P l;m; nð Þ ð13Þ

On the other hand, the blocking probability of RUs,
PUs, and SUs under the DLS can be computed by (14),
(15), and (16), respectively.

Pbl ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j SSUþlblð Þ>K−bl∩b�e<Nð Þ∪ min SSUþbn;Rð Þþlblð Þ>K−bl∩b�e≥Nð Þf g
P l;m; nð Þ

ð14Þ

Pbm ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω jmbm>N−bmf g
P l;m; nð Þ ð15Þ

Pbn ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j b�e>NþR−r−1−bn∩b�e<NþRmax− rb c−bn∩SSU ≤Rf g
PrP l;m; nð Þ

þ
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j b�e¼NþRmax− rb c−bn∩SSU ≤Rf g
P l;m; nð Þ

ð16Þ

New call blocking occurs when there are no enough
resources to carry the service of a certain type of user in
the system. Generally, for PUs, new call blocking occurs
when all N resources are being used by PUs. New call
blocking for SUs occurs when the N+ R resources are
being used, while new call blocking for RUs occurs when
the K resources of the RS sub-network are being occu-
pied either by SUs or RUs.
Forced termination occurs when a SU is interrupted

by a PU and cannot be allocated in another channel of
either the PS or the RS, that is, when a new primary call
arrives to the system, all the resources from the PS and
the RS are being used (as denoted in m ≥ 0 ∩ b ⋅ e >N +
Rmax − bm ∩mbm ≤N − bm), and at least there exist one
SU in the system, a certain number of SUs will be forced

to terminate: ðdb�e−ðNþRmax−bmÞ
bn

eÞ . Thus, the probability

that a secondary call is forced to terminate can be com-
puted by (17).

Pftn ¼

X
l;m;nð Þ∈Ω jm≥0∩b�e>NþRmax−bm∩mbm ≤N−bmf g

λm
b � e− N þ Rmax−bmð Þ

bn

� �
P l;m; nð Þ

λn 1−Pbnð Þ
ð17Þ

As stated before, the PLS is the simplest leasing
strategy but has the drawback of the underutilization
of the leased resources. Conversely, the DLS and
ALS are more complex, but there is a better
utilization of the leased resources. In the context of
CCRNs, it is important to have a performance metric
related to the cost of leasing a channel. This metric
is called the cost per Erlang of capacity. To calculate
the cost per Erlang of capacity, the average number
of channels actually being used (E{L}) needs to be
calculated. This is the aim of the following sub-
sections.

a) Dynamic leasing strategy:

For the DLS, the average number of channels being
used can be computed by averaging the number of re-
sources rented by the SUs in state (l, m, n) (SR) and pon-
dering by the probability of being in that state.
Mathematically, this parameter can be described as
follows:

E Lf g ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j b�e≥N∩SSU ≤Rf g
SRP l;m; nð Þ ð18Þ

On the other hand, the arrival rate of SUs to the
RS is denoted by λR and can be obtained by averaging
the arrival rates at the state (l, m, n) pondered by
their respective state probabilities and taking into ac-
count the number of channels that where leased and
reserved (I1, I2 ). Mathematically, this arrival rate can
be expressed as follows:

λR ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ωf g
am1 l;m; nð ÞI1 þ an l;m; nð ÞI2ð ÞP l;m; nð Þ

ð19Þ

where

al l;m; nð Þ þ am1 l;m; nð Þ þ am2 l;m; nð Þ þ an l;m; nð Þ þ dl l;m; nð Þ þ dm l;m; nð Þ þ dn l;m; nð Þ½ �P l;m; nð Þ
¼ al l−1;m; nð ÞP l−1;m; nð Þ þ am1 l;m−1; nð ÞP l;m−1; nð Þ þ an l;m; n−1ð ÞP l;m; n−1ð Þ
þdl l þ 1;m; nð ÞP l þ 1;m; nð Þ þ dm l;mþ 1; nð ÞP l;mþ 1; nð Þ þ dn l;m; nþ 1ð ÞP l;m; nþ 1ð Þ

þ
Xbmbnd e

i¼1

am2 l;m−1; nþ ið ÞP l;m−1; nþ ið Þ½ �
ð12Þ
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I1 ¼ 1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn∩ n−SUrð Þ > 0
0 ; otherwise

�

ð20Þ

I2 ¼ 1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn
0 ; otherwise

�

ð21Þ
I1 and I2 are indicating functions. I1 (I2) indicates when

a channel is being leased every time a primary (second-
ary) arrival occurs.
From (18) and (19), it is easy to calculate the average

time that SUs occupy resources at the RS. This can be
done by applying Little’s theorem, which states that:

E W jW > 0f g ¼ E Lf g
λR

ð22Þ

b) Anticipated leasing strategy:

For the practical approach, the average number of
channels being used can be computed as follows:

E Lf g ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j b�e≥N∩SSU ≤Rf g
SRP l;m; nð Þ ð23Þ

where SR =min(SSU + bn, R) is the number of resources
rented by SUs.
On the other hand, the arrival rate of SUs to the

RU sub-network considering the practical anticipated
approach can be computed by

λR ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ωf g
am1 l;m; nð ÞI3 þ an l;m; nð ÞI4½ �P l;m; nð Þ

ð24Þ
where

I3 ¼
2 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−2bn∩SSU≤R−2bn∩ n−SUrð Þ > 0
1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn∩ n−SUrð Þ > 0

0 ; otherwise

8<
:

ð25Þ

I4 ¼
2 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−2bn∩SSU≤R−2bn
1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn

0 ; otherwise

8<
:

ð26Þ
In (25) and (26), it can be seen that whenever a PU

or a SU is accepted in the PS and resources are still
available, an additional channel is requested. From
this, it is clear that the additional channel is not used
immediately and is assigned to a SU only when
needed. Hence, the arrival of a PU or SU triggers this
mechanism because both types of events consume
idle resources in the PS.

For the ideal approach, the average number of chan-
nels being used can be computed as follows:

E Lf g ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ω j b�e≥N∩SSU ≤Rf g
SRP l;m; nð Þ ð27Þ

On the other hand, the arrival rate of SUs to the RU
sub-network considering the ideal anticipated approach
can be computed as:

λR ¼
X

l;m;nð Þ∈Ωf g
am1 l;m; nð ÞI5 þ an l;m; nð Þ þ al l;m; nð Þð ÞI6f g½ �P l;m; nð Þ

ð28Þ
where

I5 ¼
2 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−2bn∩SSU≤R−2bn∩ n−SUrð Þ > 0
1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn∩ n−SUrð Þ > 0

0 ; otherwise

8<
:

ð29Þ

I6 ¼ 1 ; b � e≥N∩ min K−lbl;Rð Þ≤R−bn∩SSU≤R−bn
0 ; otherwise

�

ð30Þ
When comparing the practical and ideal approach,

it should be noted that in the ideal approach, not
only a channel does have to be rented upon the
arrival of a SU or PU in the PS, but also a channel
has to be rented just before the arrival of a RU in
the system. Clearly, the implementation of the ideal
scenario is not feasible because the arrival of RUs
cannot be predicted. However, the ideal scenario is
investigated here as an upper maximum theoretical
limit to study the best performance of the ALS. Fi-
nally, it is important to note that, for the case when
r and R take real values, these transition probabil-
ities are different from the ones previously pre-
sented. In Appendix, the modified rates are
described for the PLS.
On the other hand, it is interesting to analyze and

evaluate the case of multiple leasing sub-networks
and/or multiple sources of spectrum owners. In the
developed analysis of the present paper, a state vari-
able is used to represent the number of users in each
considered sub-network (i.e., the number of RUs,
PUs, and SUs is represented by state variables l, m,
and n, respectively). For the case of multiple leasing
sub-networks and/or multiple sources of spectrum
owners, the teletraffic analysis can be extended by
using one additional state variable to identify the
number of users in each additional sub-network: ei-
ther leasing sub-network or any other considered
source of spectrum owner. To determine state transi-
tion rates, it is necessary to know the system state,
arrival rates to each sub-network, and users’ depart-
ure rates.
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With the aforementioned analysis, it is possible to
establish a series of theorems that can describe the
behavior of the system in terms of the Erlang cap-
acity. It is important to take into account this behav-
ior to obtain the optimal values of certain parameters
that satisfy the QoS of the system.
Theorem 1 The Erlang capacity for DLS and ALS

monotonically decreases with the offered traffic of the
RUs.
Proof Let us consider that, for a given value of the

traffic load of the RUs (aRU), a CRN is operating at
the optimal configuration, that is, the CRN uses the
optimal number of reserved channels r(opt)such as the
offered traffic load of the SUs (aSU

(opt)) is equal to
the Erlang capacity of the SS. Under this configur-
ation, the call blocking probability Pbn and the forced
termination Pftn probabilities of SUs achieve their
maximum acceptable values, that is:

Pbn aSU
optð Þ; aRU; r optð Þ

� �
¼ 2%

Pftn aSU
optð Þ; aRU; r optð Þ

� �
¼ 2%

ð31Þ

The dependency of Pbn and Pftn on the offered traffic
load of SUs, the offered traffic load of RUs, and the
number of reserved channels has been explicitly indi-
cated in (31).
Let us consider that the offered traffic load of RUs

increases from aRU to aRU + ΔaRU. Then, the resource
occupation in the RS increases; therefore, the prob-
ability of finding an available leasing resource
decreases.
This phenomenon causes that Pbn and Pftn increase

above their respective maximum acceptable values,
that is:

Pbn aSU
optð Þ; aRU þ ΔaRU; r optð Þ

� �
> 2%

Pftn aSU
optð Þ; aRU þ ΔaRU; r optð Þ

� �
> 2%

ð32Þ

In order to decrease the values of Pbn and Pftn to
achieve their maximum acceptable values, it is necessary
to decrease the offered traffic load of SUs to a new opti-
mal value aSU

(new) and recalculate the new optimal value
of reserved channels r(new). Then,

Pbn aSU
newð Þ; aRU þ ΔaRU; r newð Þ

� �
¼ 2%

Pftn aSU
newð Þ; aRU þ ΔaRU; r newð Þ

� �
¼ 2%

ð33Þ

where aSU
(new) < aSU

(opt). Thus, it has been proven that
the Erlang capacity of SUs decreases when the offered
traffic load of RUs increases.
Theorem 2 As the value of the maximum number of

channels allowed being leased (Rmax) increases, the
achieved Erlang capacity increases as well.

Proof Let us consider the optimal configuration for
the system, that is, when the SUs offered traffic load
is equal to the Erlang capacity of the SS. Additionally,
consider a maximum number of channels allowed to
be leased, Rmax. Then, the call blocking Pbn and the
forced termination Pftn probabilities of SUs achieve
their maximum acceptable values, that is:

Pbn aSU
optð Þ; aRU;Rmax; r

optð Þ
� �

¼ 2%

Pftn aSU
optð Þ; aRU;Rmax; r

optð Þ
� �

¼ 2%
ð34Þ

Notice that (34) explicitly indicates the dependency
of Pbn and Pftn on the offered traffic load of the SUs,
the offered traffic load of the RUs, and the number of
reserved channels.
Let us consider that the maximum number of chan-

nels allowed being leased increases from Rmax to Rmax

+ ΔRmax, then, the probability of finding available re-
sources for secondary calls increases. Therefore, the
blocking and forced termination probabilities of SU
tend to decrease below their respective maximum ac-
ceptable values, that is:

Pbn aSU
optð Þ; aRU;Rmax þ ΔRmax; r

optð Þ
� �

< 2%

Pftn aSU
optð Þ; aRU;Rmax þ ΔRmax; r

optð Þ
� �

< 2%
ð35Þ

This means that the SS supports a higher optimal traf-
fic load, aSU

(new), and the optimal value of reserved
channels r(new) must be recalculated. Thus:

Pbn aSU
newð Þ; aRU;Rmax þ ΔRmax; r

newð Þ
� �

¼ 2%

Pftn aSU
newð Þ; aRU;Rmax þ ΔRmax; r

newð Þ
� �

¼ 2%

ð36Þ
where aSU

(new) > aSU
(opt). Hence, it has been proven

that the Erlang capacity of the SUs increases when
the maximum number of leasing channels increases.

3 Results and discussion
The objective of this work is the study and compari-
son of the PSL, DSL, and ASL strategies; for this
reason, a numerical evaluation is presented under
different traffic conditions. With this comparison, we
are able to benchmark the mathematical models de-
veloped in Section 2 in terms of their applicability,
preciseness, and robustness. Unless otherwise stated,
the system parameters that are used in the plots of
this section are the following: M = 15; K = 15; λl = λm
= λn = 1/80. Two different values for the utilization
factor of the primary channels of the PS (i.e., ρPU)
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are considered: 0.1 and 0.2 (to achieve these values
of utilization for the PS a 0.05 blocking probability
is considered). Two different values for the mean
secondary service time relative to the mean primary
service time ratio (i.e., μm/μn) are considered: 1 and
0.1. Two different scenarios relative to the band-
width requirement for PUs and SUs are considered:
the one in which bm = bn and the one in which bm =
3bn (in both scenarios bn = 1). For the secondary
QoS metrics, it is considered that the maximum
allowed new call blocking probability is equal to 0.02
and the forced terminated probability is equal to
0.002. System performance is evaluated in terms of
maximum Erlang capacity, cost per rented resource
per achieved Erlang of capacity, and optimal number
of reserved channels.
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 present the performance

evaluation for the permanent leasing strategy (PLS)
and our proposed dynamic (DLS) and anticipated
(ALS) leasing strategies for different scenarios and
system parameters. Specifically, indents (a), (b), and
(c) of Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 show, respectively, max-
imum Erlang capacity, cost per rented resource per
achieved Erlang of capacity, and the optimal number
of reserved channels as function of both utilization
factor of primary channels of the leasing network
(i.e., ρRU) and maximum allowed number of rented
channels (i.e., R). The scenario presented in Fig. 5
(i.e., scenario in which ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 1, and bm =
bn.) is taken as the reference one. On the other
hand, Figs. 6, 7, and 8 respectively correspond to the
following system scenarios: (i) ρPU = 0.2, μm/μn = 1,
and bm = bn; (ii) ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 1, and bm = 3bn;
(iii) ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 0.1, and bm = bn; and (iv) ρPU
= 0.2, μm/μn = 0.1, and bm = 3bn. It is important to
state that, with regard to the maximum Erlang cap-
acity and optimal number of reserved channels,
practical and ideal anticipated leasing strategies have
the same performance. Thus, in indents (a) and (c)
of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8, the plots labeled “anticipated
leasing” corresponds to both practical and ideal an-
ticipated leasing strategies.
Indents (a) of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 show that the

both ALS and DLS underperform PLS in terms of
maximum Erlang capacity, while the ALS outper-
forms the DLS. This phenomenon is more notorious
as both R and ρRU increase. For instance, consider-
ing the reference scenario for the case when ρRU =
0.9 and R = 4, Fig. 5a shows that the ALS and DLS
achieve, respectively, 15% and 25% less traffic than
the PLS, while for the same scenario, the ALS
achieves 10% more traffic than the DLS. Also, indent
(a) of Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 confirm that Erlang capacity
increases as R increases. On the other hand, indents

(a) of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 show that the maximum
Erlang capacity achieved by the PLS is insensitive to
ρRU, while the maximum Erlang capacity is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of ρRU for the ALS and
DLS as depicted in Theorem 1. As expected, PLS
outperforms the other strategies in the possible
achievable capacity because of the availability of the
resources, while in the other two, available resources
cannot be guaranteed all the time. On the other
hand, the price that the PLS has to pay is an ele-
vated cost per rented resource per achieved Erlang
capacity. In this sense, indents (b) of Figs. 5, 6, 7
and 8 clearly show that the cost per resource per
achieved Erlang capacity (hereafter called simply cost
per Erlang) is drastically reduced when the ALS or
DLS are employed. This effect is more notorious as
R increases. For instance, considering the reference
scenario for the case when ρRU = 0.9 and R = 4,
Fig. 5b shows that the cost per Erlang under the
ALS and DLS are, respectively, 90% and 95% smaller
than the corresponding cost under the PLS. Also of
importance, indents (b) of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 reveal
that the cost per Erlang slightly increases as R
increases when (both ideal and practical) ALS and
DLS strategies are considered as described in The-
orem 2. This behavior is due to the fact that under
these strategies, resources are rented from the leas-
ing network just at the moment they are needed
(this applies for both ideal and practical anticipated
and dynamic leasing strategies) or they are rented in
advance only when the number of busy channels in
the PS is in the critical zone (this applies for both
ideal and practical anticipated leasing strategies.) On
the other hand, from indents (b) of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and
8 and referring to the anticipated and dynamic leas-
ing strategies, it is observed that the cost per Erlang
slightly decreases as ρRU increases. This is an intui-
tive behavior because as ρRU increases, the probabil-
ity that the secondary network acquires (rents) an
available resource (when needed) from the leasing
network decreases in benefit of cost per Erlang but
in detriment of Erlang capacity. Notice from indents
(b) of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 that the cost per Erlang is
just slightly greater for the anticipated leasing strat-
egies compared against the DLS. In other words, an-
ticipated leasing strategies outperform DLS in terms
of Erlang capacity with a negligible penalty in terms
of cost per Erlang. Also, indents (b) of Figs. 5, 6, 7,
and 8 reveal that our proposed practical ALS achieves
nearly the same cost per Erlang compared against the
ideal ALS.
On the other hand, from indents (c) of Figs. 5, 6,

7, and 8, it is observed that the optimal number of
reserved channels is insensitive to changes in the
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ρRU when the PLS is considered. Referring to the
DLS, indents (c) of Figs. 5, 6, and 7 reveal that, in
general terms, as ρRUincreases, the optimal number
of reserved channels increases. This behavior is more
evident as R increases, and it can be explained as
follows. Under the DLS, as ρRU increases, the prob-
ability that a preempted SU (that did not find avail-
able resources in the PS) finds an available resource
to be rented from the RS decreases in detriment of
forced termination probability, consequently, a
greater number of reserved channels is needed to
compensate this effect. This leads us to the behavior
illustrated in indents (c) of Figs. 5, 6, and 7. On the
other hand, the behavior of the optimal number of
reserved channels as ρRU increases under the ALS

depends on the particular system conditions. For in-
stance, from Figs. 5c and 6c, it is observed that, for
system conditions in which μm/μn = 1, bm = bn, and
irrespective if ρRU is equal to 0.1 or 0.2, the optimal
number of reserved channels slightly decreases as
ρRU increases under the ALS strategy. This particular
behavior can be explained as follows. Under the
ALS, as ρRU increases the probability that the SS
rent resources in advance from the leasing network
increases in benefit of decreasing the forced termin-
ation probability of SUs, consequently, a smaller
number of reserved channels for prioritization of
ongoing secondary calls over new ones is required.
This leads us to the behavior explained above and
illustrated in Figs. 5c and 6c. Similar arguments can

a

b

c

Fig. 5 Performance of spectrum leasing strategies under the system scenario in which ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 1, and bm = bn. a Maximum
Erlang capacity, b cost per rented resource per achieved Erlang capacity, and c optimal number of reserved channels as function of R
and ρPU
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be given to explain the fact that as R increases, the
optimal number of reserved channels decreases when
the anticipated and permanent leasing strategies are
considered under the scenarios represented by
Figs. 5c and 6c.
Now, let us investigate the effect of the relative

value of the mean secondary service time relative to
the mean primary service time (i.e., μm/μn). To this
end, let us compare Fig. 5 where μm/μn = 1 against
Fig. 8 where μm/μn = 0.1. From the Erlang capacity
point of view (Figs. 5a and 8a), it can be seen that
as μm/μn changes from 1 to 0.1, the maximum
Erlang capacity for each strategy also increases. For
instance, for the case when ρRU = 0.9 and R = 4,

Figs. 5a and 8a show that the Erlang capacity
achieved by the PLS, ALS, DLS increases, respect-
ively, 8%, 10%, and 16% as μm/μn changes from 1 to
0.1. This behavior obeys to the fact that as μm/μn
goes from 1 to 0.1, the secondary service times are
on average shorter than the primary service times.
Thus, in order to achieve the same primary traffic
load in both cases, the primary inter-arrival time
increases (in the same proportion as μm/μn de-
creases) relative to the mean secondary time and,
consequently, the forced termination probability
decreases in benefit of both blocking and forced
termination probabilities. In this manner, system
capacity is improved. This fact implies that fewer

a

b

c

Fig. 6 Performance of spectrum leasing strategies under the system scenario in which ρPU = 0.2, μm/μn = 1, and bm = bn. a Maximum
Erlang capacity, b cost per rented resource per achieved Erlang capacity, and c optimal number of reserved channels as function of R
and ρPU
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reserved channels are required to satisfy the required
QoS. For this particular scenario (i.e., ρPU = 0.1, μm/
μn = 0.1, and bm = bn), Fig. 8a shows that no reserved
channels are needed in order to maximize system
Erlang capacity.
Now, let us investigate the effect of the utilization

factor of the primary network (i.e., ρPU) versus the
non-homogeneous bandwidth requirement for PUs
and SUs (i.e., bm/bn). To this end, let us compare
Fig. 5 where ρPU = 0.1 and bm = bn against both Fig. 6
where ρPU = 0.1 and Fig. 7 where bm = 3bn. From the
Erlang capacity point of view, when comparing
Fig. 5a against Figs. 6a, 7a, it is observed that as ρPU
(bm/bn) changes from 0.1 (1.0) to 0.2 (3.0), the max-
imum Erlang capacity achieved by the different

spectrum leasing strategies decreases. This is an ex-
pected behavior because when either ρPU or bm/bn
increases, the forced termination probability of sec-
ondary sessions increases in detriment of the Erlang
capacity. This also implies that a greater number of
reserved channels are required to satisfy the required
QoS for the SUs as it is shown in Figs. 6c and 7c
(compared against Fig. 5c).

4 Conclusions
In this work, two dynamic spectrum leasing strategies
with anticipated resource leasing are proposed to control
the effects of the random nature of resource availability
in coordinated cognitive radio networks with fixed-rate

a

b

c

Fig. 7 Performance of spectrum leasing strategies under the system scenario in which ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 1, and bm = 3bn. a Maximum
Erlang capacity, b cost per rented resource per achieved Erlang capacity, and c optimal number of reserved channels as function of R
and ρPU
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traffic and hard-delay requirements. It is also important
to remark that, although our numerical results are ex-
tracted for particular scenarios, with a certain set of par-
ameter values, our contribution reveals important design
aspects to be considered when leasing strategies are
employed to mitigate the effect of the unpredictable na-
ture of channel availability in cognitive radio networks
with real-time traffic. It was shown that the proposed
anticipated leasing strategy outperforms the dynamic
leasing strategy in terms of maximum achieved Erlang
capacity, without a significant penalty in terms of cost
per rented resource per Erlang. Moreover, we found that
anticipated and dynamic leasing strategies drastically
reduce the cost per rented resource per Erlang relative

to the permanent leasing strategy. Numerical results
reveal that system performance strongly depends on
both the mean secondary service time relative to the
mean primary service time and the value of bandwidth
requirement of both primary and secondary users. These
sensitive issues have to be considered to adequately
dimension and optimize cognitive radio networks with
real-time traffic.

5 Endnotes
1Erlang capacity is defined as the maximum carried

traffic that can be achieved by a given strategy in
such a way that the different QoS requirements are
met.

a

c

b

Fig. 8 Performance of spectrum leasing strategies under the system scenario in which ρPU = 0.1, μm/μn = 0.1, and bm = bn. a Maximum
Erlang capacity, b cost per rented resource per achieved Erlang capacity, and c optimal number of reserved channels as function of R
and ρPU
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2End-to-end QoS provisioning can be divided into
two parts: QoS in the local (wireless) domain and
QoS in the backbone domain. Since system impair-
ments across the connection of the delay-sensitive
application are cumulative, the required QoS at the
local domain is determined by the QoS achieved at
the backbone domain. After extraction of possible
QoS values achieved at the backbone domain, the
remaining QoS budget for the local domain is, in
general, quite limited [34].

6 Appendix
It is important to consider the behavior of the sys-
tem when the leasing and the reservation are both
real numbers. For that motive, in this appendix, we
take the Permanent Leasing Strategy, because it is
the simplest one, and modified to illustrate the ap-
propriate changes needed compared to the transition
rates presented in Section 2.2. It is important to no-
tice that for the dynamic leasing strategy, the math-
ematical analysis is similar. In this analysis, the
following probabilities are considered: Pr and PR-
defined as

Pr ¼ r− rb c ðA:1Þ

PR ¼ R− Rb c ðA:2Þ

(A.1) represent the probability that a SU is using an
extra reserved channel when there are r reserved
channels, while (A.2) represent the probability that a
SU is using an extra-leased channel when there are R
leased channels.
The valid states space is given by:

Ω ¼ m; nð Þ j 0≤b � e≤N þ Rb c þ 1∩mbm≤N∩nbn≤N þ Rb c þ 1− rb cf g
ðA:3Þ

The arrival of a PU occurs with a rate:

am1 m; nð Þ ¼
λm ; m≥0∩b � e≤N þ Rb c−bm∩mbm≤N−bm

PRλm ; m≥0∩ b � e > N þ Rb c−bmð Þ∩ðb � e≤N þ Rb c
þ1−bmÞ∩mbm≤N−bm

0 ; otherwise

8>><
>>:

ðA:4Þ

Take notice that when the R leased channels are
being used, a new PU can be accepted with a prob-
ability PR, guaranteeing that no SU is interrupted.
On the other hand, the case when a PU arrives and
i SUs are forced to terminate happens with rate:

am2 m; nð Þ ¼
1−PRð Þλm ; m≥0∩ b � e > N þ Rb c−bmð Þ∩ðb � e≤N

þ Rb c þ 1−bmÞ∩mbm≤N−bm
λm ; m≥0∩b � e > N þ Rb c þ 1−bm∩mbm≤N−bm
0 ; otherwise

8>>><
>>>:

ðA:5Þ
The acceptance of a new SU session is bounded by

the availability of leased and reserved channels. Be-
cause of that, it is possible to have multiple
outcomes:

� A SU is admitted while there are ⌊R⌋ channels
rented and ⌊r⌋ channels reserved; it will happen with
a (1 − PR) probability.

� A SU is admitted while there are ⌊R⌋ channels
rented and ⌊r⌋ + 1 channels reserved; it will happen
with a (1 − PR) (1 − Pr) probability.

� A SU is admitted while there are ⌊R⌋ + 1 channels
rented and ⌊r⌋ channels reserved; it will happen with
a PR probability.

� A SU is admitted while there are ⌊R⌋ + 1 channels
rented and ⌊r⌋ + 1 channels reserved; it will happen
with a PR(1 − Pr) probability.

In summary the arrival of a SU happens with rate:

an m;nð Þ ¼
λn ; n≥0∩b � e≤N þ Rb c− rb c−1−bn

1−Pr þ PrPRð Þλn ; n≥0∩b � e ¼ N þ Rb c− rb c−bn
PR 1−Prð Þλn ; n≥0∩b � e ¼ N þ Rb c þ 1− rb c−bn

0 ; otherwise

8>><
>>:

ðA:6Þ

The rest of the rates are as follows:
the departure of a PU happens with rate:

dm m; nð Þ
¼ mμm ; m > 0∩mbm≤N

0 ; otherwise

�

ðA:7Þ

and the departure of a SU is given with rate:

dn m; nð Þ
¼ nμn ; n > 0∩nbn≤N þ Rb c þ 1− rb c

0 ; otherwise

�

ðA:8Þ
Building on this, the blocking probabilities for PUs

and SUs are given by:
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and the secondary forced termination probability can
be computed as follows:
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